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            Keeping homestead animals healthy

            
                                                            


            
                





By Jackie Clay-Atkinson



Issue #169 • January/February, 2018

As a veterinary field technician for more than 20 years, I saw firsthand the frustration and heartbreak when...            
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            Animal disease traceability
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            Goat birthing and raising kids
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            Dorper sheep — Revolutionizing the meat sheep industry
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            Finding, buying, milking, and living with the family milk cow
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                Homeschooling through high school
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                Tips and handy hints for 4X4 living
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                Homestead Helpers
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                Stashing Junk Silver for Bad Times
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                Seventeen great tips for caring for windows, mirrors, and other household glass
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                Make your own firestarters
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    By Hook or Crook: A Billhook is a Handy Homestead Tool
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            Build a Keyhole Garden

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Katelynn Bond




Issue #152 • March/April, 2015




One of the hazards of living on the side of a mountain in northern New Mexico is that...                
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            Jackie’s Garden Primer

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #117 • May/June, 2009



The birds are singing. The sunshine makes the day feel soft and warm. The soil is mellow and...                
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            No Worrying About Fire Blight with Orient and Kieffer Pears

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Alice B. Yeager




Issue #52 • July/August, 1998



Everyone likes a good success story, and if I were called upon to name the most successful...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        The barnyard scramble
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Michelle Hampton




Issue #106 • July/August, 2007



Each year during our local county fair, one of the best-attended events happens when farm animals, donated by local ranchers, are let loose in the big rodeo arena. Kids that sign up for the event scramble around running madly ofter the throng of...                    
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                        Doesn’t anyone remember Tom Paine
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Robert L. Williams




Issue #19 • January/February, 1993



Many years ago, before I came to my senses and left public education for good, I was teaching on a college campus when one of the administrators approached me and asked the topic of my lecture that day.

"Tom Paine and the Rights...                    
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                        The greatest American who was never President
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #60a • November/December, 1999



"The election's next year, right?" I asked.

Dave Duffy, the publisher of Backwoods Home Magazine, was editing a rather lengthy article on water. I don't know if he didn't hear me or just didn't realize I was talking to him. He didn't say anything,...                    
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            Raising rabbits for profit


            
                                                            



            
                




By Carrie Peterson




Issue #106 • July/August, 2007



Whether or not you are fond of rabbit stew, raising rabbits for meat can be a great experience...            
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            Finding, buying, milking, and living with the family milk cow


            
                                                            



            
                




By Jayn Steidl Thibodeau




Issue #36 • November/December, 1995



Have you ever had this happen to you? You've opened the refrigerator door for a cold, refreshing...            
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            Forget the dog, chicken is man’s best friend
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            Cheaper than Store-Bought Eggs
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            Raising quail — A home grown delicacy
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            Slaughtering and Butchering
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                Keeping tools sharp
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                Picking your pressure canner — All American or Presto?
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                Roger Clark: Cane syrup maker
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                Roasting coffee on a wood stove
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                Home-Grown Eggs

                
                                                                                                


                
                    



By Allen Easterly



Issue #165 • May/June, 2017

Maybe you’ve thought about keeping a few chickens for their eggs but didn’t want to be awakened at 4:00 AM by a rooster singing “cock-a-doodle-doo.” At this time...                
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                Rotten Luck: The Skinny on Composting

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Patrice Lewis




Issue #141 • May/June, 2013



For much of human history, people have tried to prevent things from rotting. Literally every food preservation method we've come up with in the past few thousand years...                
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